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Title of Program: M.Sc. Mathematics

POs

1. To develop problem-solving skills and apply them independently to problems in pure
and applied mathematics.
2. To develop abstract mathematical thinking.

3. To improve the abilities of students which will be helpful to qualify competitive examinations.

4. Apply knowledge of Mathematics, in all the fields of learning including higher research.

5. Work effectively as an individual, and also as a member or leader in multi-linguistic and

multi-disciplinary teams.

6. To qualify lectureship and fellowship exams such as NET, GATE, SET etc.

7. Understand the basic concepts, fundamental principles and mathematical theories related to 
various courses and their relevance to other sciences. 

 
 
 

PSOs

1. To solve the problems in mass and heat transfer by using the methods on partial differential 
equations. 

2. To train the students to handle the differentiation and integration in higher dimensions.

3. To solve real-life problems using numerical and wavelet analysis.

4. To use mathematical software to analyze the dynamical systems.

5. To study abstract structures.

 



Title of Program: M.Sc. Tech Mathematics

1.      Demonstrate basic knowledge in fundamentals of programming, algorithms and 
programming technologies and fundamentals of Computer Science.

2.      Use research-based knowledge and    research methods including design of   
experiments,   analysis   and   interpretation of   data,   and   synthesis   of   the    
information   to   provide   valid   conclusions

3.      Create, select,   and   apply   appropriate techniques,   resources, and   modern   
engineering and   IT   tools, including   prediction and modeling to   complex   
engineering activities,   with   an   understanding of the limitations.

4.      Communicate technical topics in written and verbal forms

5.      Develop the ability to design creative solutions to real life problems faced by the 
industry

6.      Improve the capability for self-learning

7.      Map their qualities of learning to demonstrate latest technology

 

PSOs

 

1.      Identify the central role of concurrency in systems programming and produce 
programs which generate and control a process, establish relationship and 
communication between multiple processes

2.      Develop short system utilities and applications using system calls

3.      To train the students to handle the differentiation and integration in higher 
dimensions.

4.      To study abstract structures.

5.      Design automata, regular expressions and context-free grammars for accepting or 
generating a certain language

 


